
A service company is a business that generates income by providing services instead of selling 

products. A good example of a service company is a marketing agency, and with the continued 

advancement of the information age, agencies are continuing to be one of the fastest growing 

areas in the service industry as a whole..

Historically, marketing and ad agencies were companies that were responsible for message development and message delivery of a marketer’s 

campaign.

Agencies today must be so much more than that. An agency must be fluent in strategizing, crafting, planning, buying and optimizing advertising, as 

well as expert in technology, big data and social media. In a world in which consumers have gained more control over the types of content they 

consume and how they consume it, we must also be content creators, or more accurately, storytelling technologists who are experts at precision 

delivery.

With these requirements, an agency must have a workforce that is building an expertise in these critical areas.  Now more than ever, an agency must With these requirements, an agency must have a workforce that is building an expertise in these critical areas.  Now more than ever, an agency must 

first know that it’s key indicator for success is labor production and the yield on such investment.

The Labor Indicator



We have developed a Labor Key Performance 

Indicator Scorecard for you to use in operating 

and maximizing the labor in your service 

business.

This resource will provide a monthly look at the This resource will provide a monthly look at the 

relationship between people and profitability in 

your company. There are several different 

reports, ratios and KPIs that you can use to 

understand your business and know what to look 

for.

You know the drivers of your business best and You know the drivers of your business best and 

labor indicators will help any business that makes 

money on other people’s time. Which labor 

indicators matter? 

Looking at trends will allow you to measure and Looking at trends will allow you to measure and 

compare when you benchmark against your 

budget, and company history, as well as your 

competition and peers.

There are only a few decisions that will make or break most businesses.

Typically, they include: 

As a service business owner, what  KPIs should you monitor? 

Pricing

Are we charging enough for our services?

Always a tension point for service businesses.

Staffing

Who are our best performers and how do we

reward them? When should we hire new staff and

should anyone be let go? 

Cash Flow

What is our outstanding daily sales? 

Are we doing a good job billing and collecting?



The most important metric in a service business is to 

know how well to manage the productivity and 

profitability of your employees.

Employee Key Labor Indicators

Revenue Per hour Paid

In order to align a company, your employees should be 

focusing on gross revenue by showing the ability to 

lead, sell your services and prospect flow

Gross Revenue

Employees should be rewarded for profits when 

they are high-performers.

Labor Cost Per Employee

Service businesses should know their gross profit 

margin, since this show how efficient your business is as 

it delivers the services you offer.

Company Labor Indicators:

Gross Profit Percentage

If you treat people like assets, they will give a great 

return on investment, which shows how much of a 

return each employee results in ROI.

ROI on Total Labor Cost:

In order to avoid cash flow 

issues—management needs to focus on the 

bottom line and control overhead.

Net Income
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Revenue Per Hour is the dollar amount of revenue earned for every hour you paid people to work at your company. The total hours paid includes all 

salaried and hourly employees and both direct and overhead staff and use 40 hours to get total hours paid for salaried and part time employees. 

Revenue Per Hour is one of the most important metrics to watch. This will show how well you manage the productivity, and resulting profitability, of 

your employees. The hidden costs of non-billable, turnover, and inefficient time are in one number. 
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Revenue Per Hour 



Study the behaviors of your best performing people. Recruit to replicate those 

traits. If rates are shrinking, look at pricing and make sure your bids include all 

labor costs on a job. 

Review impact on productivity from changes in personnel. 

If people left, ask “why” in an exit interview and learn from the “free consulting.” 

If you added new staff, review how you onboard new staff. Study how long it takes 

a new person to be fully productive. 

Drill down to revenue per hour by team, department or whatever way you have Drill down to revenue per hour by team, department or whatever way you have 

structured your work groups. Study the differences between the best and worst 

supervisors, training, client longevity, incentive comp, etc. Create a personal 

development plan to move your worst up or out.

Is the revenue per hour what you thought it should be? 

What conclusions can you make when comparing to the past year? What changes will 

you make? 

What’s the trend? Are you going up, staying the same or going down? 

How does revenue per hour compare to changes in personnel? What impact did the 

new hires or the turnover make?

If Revenue Per Hour is growing, recognize and reward your best people and teams.

Here at Fully Accountable, we have an entire Human Resources division that focuses on the growth, training and measurement of teams.

Here are some actions to take as a result of measuring your labor ratios:

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

NEXT STEPS
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GROSS REVENUE

Gross Revenue 

Gross Revenue is the total amount of money earned. It’s the money, before expenses, deductions, allowances etc. and it shows the ability of a business 

to sell goods or services but not necessarily the ability to always make a profit. 

This is an accurate indicator for service businesses where there isn’t a big difference between gross and net sales. The trend line tells you whether your 

billings are going up, down or remaining the same. 



Is this temporary or is this the new normal?

What cuts can you make without destroying the culture?

If this is a temporary change, how long can you afford to support the 

current cost structure? 

Current staff needs to be shifted to lead generation and making sales.

Stay on target with the new business you are acquiring 

Forecast how long you can handle the increase and figure out when you will 

need to hire more people 

What does the red line tell you? Are you directionally going up, down 

or staying the same?

How does revenue compare to your budget? 

What are the highs and lows compared to last year? 

If your business is seasonal, is it performing the way you expected?

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

NEXT STEPS



Labor Cost per Employee is the total cost of your labor divided by the number of full time employees. Full time salaried employees are equal to one 

full time at 40 hours of work. 

This shows the hidden costs like overtime, health insurance, PTO, etc. Profitable companies that share profits want an increase in cost per full-time 

employee. Which could mean lower turnover as higher paid, more experienced people have higher rates. Higher profits drive bonuses which increases 

cost per full time employee – in this case higher trending costs can actually be a good thing. 
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Take a closer looks at your Labor Costs per Employee. Are they generating 

more revenue as their pay increases or is their performance the same as they 

continue to get overly generous bonuses?

Most cash flow problems come from a low gross profit, which means not 

including all the costs to provide a service. So your pricing should be adjusted 

accordingly.

If your Labor Cost per Employee is going down, evaluate if that’s good or bad. If your Labor Cost per Employee is going down, evaluate if that’s good or bad. 

It is easy to hire lower wage employees but is that going to hurt your 

business?

Are your labor costs increasing, staying the same or decreasing?

Compare this to your revenue per employee. 

Do you think these changes are abnormal or a new trend?

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

NEXT STEPS



Gross Profit ÷ Total Revenue x 100 

(Gross Profit = Net Sales – Cost of Goods Sold)

Gross Profit Percentage

Gross Profit shows how efficient the business is as it delivers your services. Your gross profit percentage tells you what portion of your earnings are 

available to cover: 

This helps make sure increases in revenue don’t mask service delivery problems. Gross Profit % shows how much profit was made on the work 

provided, as a percentage of the total revenue. Overall, it tells you how you priced your jobs, managed people and controlled expenses. Gross Profit % 

is to see how well you are managing your operations. Is the sales department delivering profitable projects? Are your projects staying within budget? 

Overhead

Taxes 

WHAT DOES IT TELL ME?
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Take a closer look at Gross Profit % by Client, Project or Employee to 

understand who contributes the most in profits. 

How does the value of your services compare to the pricing model? One of 

the best ways to drive more profits is to move from hourly billing to value 

pricing.

Who delivers the highest gross profit, then reward them. Recognition at home Who delivers the highest gross profit, then reward them. Recognition at home 

often has the longest impact with minimal cost. Turn your best performers into 

trainers and incent them to increase Company Gross Profit. 

Should you replace your lower margin clients with higher margin clients?

Firing bad clients helps employee retention 

How does this compare to your competitors? 

Which clients and departments deliver the most gross profit?

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

NEXT STEPS



ROI on Total Labor Cost is the percent of Net Income as compared to the Total Human Capital Cost. It shows the Profit on 

the Investment in your team – the profit earned on the total cost of your staff. 

Your most important asset is your team, which is why managing ROI on labor costs need to be managed effectively. 
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ROI on Total Labor Cost 



If the ROI goes up, then it is a result of your revenue going up faster than 

your payroll costs – its time to recognize and reward your key performers. 

If the ROI goes down, you want to look at the effectiveness of your team. 

Look for areas where you can improve. Some of these things may include 

more effective recruiting, employee onboarding and training.

Who are your most profitable departments and people? 

Implement team strategies to increase productivity and profitability. Implement team strategies to increase productivity and profitability. 

Review your team strategy and ensure that it matched your company 

goals.

Payroll costs and net income changes will determine where you need to focus and 

understand the trends.

Figure out which of the trends caused the change in the profit per employee

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

NEXT STEPS



Net Income 

Net Income is the most important result of a company. This determines the companies profit and loss, or the bottom line.

This is determine in the company has increased in value; if the business model is working or improving; and are you earning more money than you are 
spending



If Gross Revenue is growing?

If not, is Gross Revenue is decreasing or staying the same, decide if it is 

permanent or temporary. 

How can you increase profits? (outsourcing, lower overhead costs, etc.) 

How does your back office function? Is your team managing their time 

properly? 

Communicate your net income targets to key managers and staff and align Communicate your net income targets to key managers and staff and align 

their rewards with company profits.

What does the red line tell you? Are you going up, down or staying the same? 

How do profits compare to your budget?

What’s changed with your net income compared to previous months? 

WHAT TO LOOK FOR

NEXT STEPS




